
Let’s ring in those ‘Delta Kappa Gamma OSO Bells’ together, 
….as we enter in the New Year of 2022! 

 
It’s that time of year when we begin again, a new calendar year. We leave behind those 
events that saddened us, treasure those cherished memories that brought us happiness, 
and then look forward to embracing the beginnings that the New Year of 2022 will 
hopefully be bringing. As we ‘ring’ in the year of 2022, let’s embrace each member in our 
OSO chapters with a new sounding chime as we celebrate and unite women educators 
on our DKG ‘Member’ SHIP! 

Let’s ring our bells, as they make the ding-dong sound and continue to create thriving, 
striving chapter cabin environments that are filled with five ideas for your chapter to 
consider: 
 

Visit members in your chapter on holidays to deliver a small gift or flowers 
 

 Send certificates, cards, or an email to recognize membership anniversaries. 
 

 Recognize one or more members for professional service and/or service to DKG at   
chapter meetings, in your newsletter, and/or with a chapter achievement award 
 

 Designate experienced/long-term members to mentor newer members 
 

 Assign a member or group of members, to reach out to members who are not 
attending meetings to let them know they are missed and make sure they are well 
 

So, as the year of 2022 begins, let’s form a majestic chorus of Delta Kappa Gamma OSO 
‘Member-bells’. Let’s make the hinged clappers strike inside each of us, working together 
to create strong melodious ringing sounds, just like the one inside of a handbell. Then 
we can orchestrate beautiful compositions of unity, from each Delta Kappa Gamma OSO 
Chapter, that will resonate and echo tones of positive, productive environments that can 
be heard about throughout every community in Ohio. 
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